
The International Scientific Conference on the topic: 

“Innovation University within the Context of the World Tendencies in Higher 

Education Development” 

 

The conference will be held within the framework of the International Consortium 

Board Meeting on October 18, 2017. 

Time of operation of the International Conference: 10.00-13.00 (Kyiv time). The 

venue of the meeting: Academic Council Hall, UzhNU (3 Narodna Square).  

The event is dedicated to the discussion of the theoretical and practical results of 

the research in the sphere of the conceptual basis for the functioning of the research 

institutes, which implement innovative approaches in all the aspects of their 

activity and support the entering of Ukraine into European educational and 

scientific space. The academic staff members, the university, doctoral students, 

Ph.D. students, the representatives of state administration.  

 

Topics to be discussed 

Innovational University within the context of the world tendencies of the higher 

education development. 

 

1. Universal experience of the establishment and development of innovative 

research universities. 

2. National strategies aimed to assure competitiveness of higher education in 

the globalized world. 

3. Reformation of the national education systems within the context of 

globalization processes. 

4. Modern scientific approaches to the definition of the notion «innovative 

university». 

5. Role and place of the innovative university in the modern globalized 

society. 

6. The universities` autonomy within the system of the competitive 

development of higher education. 

7. Implementation of the function of knowledge transfer as an opportunity of 

education and technologies export by the innovative universities. 

8. Development of mechanisms of interaction between education, science and 

business as the main prerequisite for integration of the innovative and educational 

systems of Ukraine into global social processes. 



9. A special role of Higher Educational Institutions as key links in the 

networks of the innovations` development and implementation on the local level. 

10. Role of the university in the civilization development of the region under 

conditions of social transformations and the aggravation of globalization issues. 

11. Interaction of the universities and business as an important factor in the 

formation of the regional trade markets. 

Requirements to the publications 

On the basis of the conference`s materials, there will be published a collection 

of articles. The articles for publication may be provided in Ukrainian, Russian or 

English. 

Total amount of А4 printed pages - 4-10, font - Times New Roman; line 

spacing - 1,0; font size – 14pt; margins: top and foot page margin - 20 mm, left page 

margin - 30 mm, right page margin - 20 mm; alignment – justified. No numbering is 

required. Word break is not allowed. In the text there should be used quotation 

marks: “ ”, an apostrophe: ’. While preparing a manuscript, the name and surname of 

the author(s), the full name of the institution are given in the right top angle of the 

first page. The name of the article is given in capital letters, center justification. Any 

photos presented are not going to be published. Corresponding references to the 

literature used are to be made in brackets - [3, p.7] 

The list of references is given at the end of the article, the items of the list are to 

arrange according to the alphabet, not more than 10 items. Short summary of the 

research presented should be given after the references. The summary should contain 

brief content and the results, name and surname of the author(s), the name of the 

article, key words. 

The electronic version of the collection is given to the author free of charge. 

 


